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479.*
THE SECOND PART OF A MEMOIR ON THE DEVELOPMENT 

OF THE DISTURBING FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND 
PLANETARY THEORIES.

[From the Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical Society, vol. xxxιx. (1872), pp. 55—74. Read January 12, 1872.]
The present communication is a sequel to my paper, “The First Part of a Memoir on the Development of the Disturbing Function in the Lunar and Planetary Theories,” 

Memoirs R.A.S., vol. xxvιιι. (1859), pp. 187—215, [214], and I have therefore entitled it as above, but it, in fact, relates only to the Planetary Theory. In the First Part, I gave in effect, but not explicitly, an expression for the general coefficient D{j, f) in terms of the coefficients of the multiple cosines of Θ in the expansions of the several powers (τ∙2 _|_./2 _ 2y∕ cos or say (a^ + a'^-2aa cos viz., at the foot of page 208I speak of the term involving cos {jU +j'U') as having a certain given value; the term in question is D (j, j') cos (jU + fU'); and consequently the expression for 
D {j, f} is 
the omission was, however, a material one, inasmuch as this expression for the general coefficient serves to connect my formulae with Leverrier’s development. Annales de ιθhserv. 
de Paris, t. i. (1855), pp. 275—330 and 358—383, and I resume the question for the purpose of applying it.

Formula for the general Coefficient D {j, f}.In the First Part, the reciprocal of the distance of the two planets, or function_l_ ^'2 _ 2r∕∙' (cos U cos U' + sin U sin U' cos Φ)}~^
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512 ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISTURBING [479is taken to be developed in multiple cosines of U, U', the general term being
where j, j' have each of them any integer value from - ∞ to + oo (zero not excluded), but so that j,i' are simultaneously even or simultaneously odd. We have D{-j, -j'} = D{j,j} and D (j', = D {j, j'); and it hence appears that the really distinct values of thecoefficient may be taken to be those for which j is not negative, and as regards absolute magnitude is not less than j'; and for such values of j, j Λve have the above- mentioned expression 
which I proceed to explain and develope.∏1 — ⅜) and ∏ic {x being a positive integer) denote respectively ⅜. ∣... (λ; - ⅜),and 1.2.3... a?; in particular for ic=0, the value of each factorial is = 1.

Υ) denotes sin ⅜ Φ.The coefficients are those of the multiple cosines in certain developments, viz. we have 
where, as usual, i extends from — ∞ to ∞ and ¾~* = ¾∖ Writing with Leverrier 

then 2jRθ∖ 2⅛, 2jR2S are the same functions of r, r that ∠1∖ iJ∖ (√S respectively are of a, a'.The expression of is 
and, finally, in the expression for D {j, j'∖ x has every integer value from 0 to oc, and, for any given value of x, ⅛ extends by steps of two units from the inferior value — {x -j'} to the superior value x — j.It is convenient to write x = -∖-j') +«; we have then ⅛ extending from— ⅜(j-f)-5 to — ⅛(j-∕)+s, or writing = — ^(j —f) + θ, θ has the s+1 values s, 5-2, 5-4,...-5, viz. for 5=2/)+1 the values are +1, ± 3,... + (2/) + 1), and for 5=2/) they are 0, + 2, + 4,... + 2∕).
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479] FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 513Making these changes we have 
where 
viz. this is (—into the product of two binomial coefficients, each belonging to the exponent ⅜(J+J') + s.

Particular Gases, j -∖-j' == 0, 2, 4, 6, being those required in the Planetary Theory.Considering successively the cases j -∖-j' = 0, 2, 4, 6, we have, first, 
which, developed as far as rf, is 

where, and in what immediately follows. A, B, C, I) are used to denote functions (not of (a, a'), but) of r, r'.Secondly, 

which, developed to is
(*)

C. VII. 65
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514 ox THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISTURBING [479

Thirdly,

which, developed to 77®, is
(*)

and, fourthly.

which, developed to η®, is sirnijly
(*) The foregoing formulae, although obtained on the supposition j = 0, or positive, apply without alteration to the case j — negative, and the entire series of terms of an order not exceeding 6 as regards η may be written.

where j has every integer value from — ∞ to + oc . ∖
Comparison τoitlι Leverrier.This is in fact what Leverrier’s expression becomes on putting therein e = e' = 0. To verify this, observe that Leverrier having defined his A∖ B'∖ G^, D^, as above, writes further
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479] FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 515(consequently E~^ — E^, G~'^ = G*, H~^ = H‘, = E, = 8^, = E∖ and that theterms in question, putting in the coefficients e=e' = 0, are with him 

where, substituting for (1/, (11/, &c., their values, the coefficients are 

and
λVriting herein j in place of i, and for &c., the equal values √1~< &c.,we have precisely the foregoing coefficients D{j, -j),... J){j, - 7 + 6).

The Development in Powers of e, e.The complete expression of the reciprocal of the distance is obtained from 

by writing therein for r, r', U, U', instead of the circular, the elliptic values, that is the values

L, ∏, Θ the mean longitude in orbit, longitude of perihelion in orbit, and longitude of node; and the like for L', ΓΓ, Θ'; “ elqr ” = elliptic∖quotient radius, “ elta ” = elliptic true anomaly; or, what is the same thing, if λve write elta (e, Z — ∏) = Z — ∏ + eltt (e, Z —∏), and the like for elta (e', L' — ∏'), then
65-2
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516 ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISTURBING [479The process for doing this is explained, First Part, pp. 205—207, [214], viz., writing r = α(l+zr), r'=a'(l+a'), and restoring j' (instead of its value —j, ...-j + 6, as the case may be), we have a general term 
where D{j, j'} now denotes the value obtained by writing α, α' in place of r, r and 
f, f' are the true anomalies elta (e, Z —∏) and elta (e', Z'-∏'). And the second factor, Λ∙"ic'*' into the cosine, is given as a series∑Σ ([cos]^ + [sin]') ([cosy + [sin]') cos [i (Z — ∏) + i' {L' — ∏') +J (∏ — Θ) — j' (∏' — Θ')], where [cos]∖ [sin]^ are functions of e, [cos]*', [sin]*' functions of e'. Or, what is better, the term into the cosine may be written ic® cos [J ->rj {L' — Θ' + y')],and the expansion then isSS ([cos]* + [sin]*) ([cos]*' + [sin]*') cos [t (Z — ∏) + i' {L' — ∏') +J {L — Θ) +j' {L' — Θ')], where as before [cos]∖ [sin]* are functions of e, [cos]*', [sin]*' are the same functions of e', viz. the e-functions are those given in the two “datum-tables” {xP... cosjy and ... x’}sinjy, taken from Leverrier, which I have given in my “ Tables of theDevelopments of Functions in the Theory of Elliptic Motion,” Memoirs R.A.8. vol. xxix. (1861), pp. 191—306, [216]. In order to better shoλv which are the symbols referred to, we may, instead of [cos]*, &c., write [ic® cos ⅛]*, &c., the formula will then be 
and if we attribute to i, i' any given values, that is, attend to any particulai' multiple cosine.the coefficient hereof will be 
where α, α' each extend from zero to infinity, but to obtain the expression up to a given order p in e, e, we take only the values up to α + α' = p.

Particular. Case.Thus, foi' instance, in cos [J(Z — Θ) —/(Z'-Θ')] the terms independent of e' are

+ &c.
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479] FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 517which, observing that in the present case the sine terms vanish, is

viz, the term in is
viz. writing η = 0, and therefore D {j, — the term in e≡ is 
which, conformably with Leverrier’s subscript notation
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518 ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISTURBING [479I write
The term in question is given by Leverrier as (∣e)≡(2)∖ =e≡.∣(2), h≈i and = J.’, = . i (— J.’· ÷ A∕ + which agrees.Similarly the term in e** is

and the term in question is given by Leverrier as (∣ey∙ (4)'- = . y⅛ (4), h=i and
K'^≈A∖ 
which agrees. I have not made the comparison of any more terms.
Leverrier’s Ilesults expressed in terms of the Arguments, L' — Θ', L' — ∏', Z — Θ, Z — ∏.The angles which Leverrier uses in his arguments are l', λ, ω, τ≈', and τ', viz. we have, 

where Z, ∏, Θ are the mean longitude of the planet m, its perihelion and the mutual node, all in the orbit of m; and similarly L', 11', Θ' are the mean longitude of the planet m', o( its perihelion and of the mutual node, all in the orbit of m'. On substituting the foregoing values of l', λ, &c., Θ', as it should do, disappears, and the arguments are all of them linear functions of L' — Θ', 1Γ — Θ', L-(8f, ∏ — Θ; or, if we please, of Z' — Θ', Z' — ∏', L — &, L — ∏, that is of the distances of each planet from its own perihelion and from the mutual node. It' is, I think, convenient to use these last angular distances, and accordingly in Leverrier’s arguments, I write.
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479] FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 519and for the purpose of reference form as it were an Index to his result as follows :
Reciprocal of Distance = as follows:

Terms of order zero: terms of orders 2, 4, 6, having the same argnments.

Terms of the Hr st order: terms of orders 3. 5, 7, havina the same arauments.
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520 ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISTURBING [470

Terms of second order: terms of orders 4, 6, having the same arguments.

Terms of third order: terms of orders 5, 7, having the same arguments.
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479] FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 521

Terms of third order (concluded'):

Terms of fourth order: terms of order 6, and of same ar a ument.

c. VII. 66
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522 ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISTURBING [479

Terms of fourth order (concluded}:

Terms of fifth order: terms of order 7 having the same arguments.
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479] FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES, 523

Terms of sixth order.

Terms of seventh order.

66—2
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524 ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISTURBING [479

Terms of seventh order {concluded}:

Here the several coefficients are u⅛imately given in terms of the before-mentioned quantities Λ∖ C∖ J)∖ dd, 6r∖ H∖ L∖ 'T∙ (functions of a, d}, and their differential coefficients in regard to α
as follows:—we have Leverrier, pp. 299—330, a list of functions (1), (2), ...(154) of the form (l) = ⅜Xζ (2) = - + + = Λ-Kf &^c., involving i, h, andand its derived functions Λ"/, &c. The coefficients of the several cosines aregiven by means of the functions in question, thus, first coefficient, above denoted as {iy (1 ... 20), is
where (1V' = (1), (2)^ = (2) ... writing in the functions (1), (2)...(10), h=i, and =
and so on for the various component coefficients (1)∖ (2)*... (469)∖But the resulting expressions, for the several integer values i = — 10 to +10, are worked out in the Addition II. {Numerical Tables for the Calculation of the Coefficients 
of the Development of the Disturbing Function), pp. 358—383. And this Addition contains also, indicated by the letters δ and Δ respectively, the expressions of the 
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479] FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 52δterms which experience an alteration in passing from the development of the reciprocal of the distance to those of the disturbing functions m' upon zn, and m upon uι' respectively.We haveDisturbing Function m upon tn

Disturbing Function m upon
. ,. r cos H r' cos H , , , , ,, .,., , . .,The expressions of — -> - and — — 2“ » developed to the third order in the eccentricities and inclination, are given, Leverrier, pp. 272 and 274. Expressed in the terms of the foregoing arguments L' — Θ', &c., and in terms of a, a' in place of a and α, these are as follows:
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526 ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISTURBING [479
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479] FUNCTION IN THE LUNAR AND PLANETARY THEORIES. 527

It is hardly necessary to observe that, to obtain the expressions of the Disturbing Functions, these additional terms are to be combined with the corresponding terms in the expression of the reciprocal of the distance: thus, in the Disturbing Function Ω {m' upon nι), the entire term depending on cos [Z' — Θ' — (Z — Θ)] is 
where, however, the supplemental term is taken to the third order only.
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